WHILE ASLEEP
1 12 2 De bas en haut eslevé promptement
LUNE HUE (eclipse?)
APES
DEBATEMENT (uuhen) PULSE D (REED, APES)
SALUTE POEMS TEMPOS ~
REED
BASE RULE - PROMPT (SLEEP) BASEMENT A
UNLEASH DEBATES ~ PETROLEUMS HAUL
LEPEROUS EUROPE DEBT
Pulse ensue eau hen
from Cygnus
Heap use Lune… Hel up A
2 66 3

Dans le palais le peuple est attrapé

It rules a short time - raised from high (above) to low (below)

APES = (Ah.pees) 2nd decan Gemini (2012)
D is June 10 – July 7
UUHEN A-SLEEP
»or USE PLANE HUE (E.U., HUN ASLEEP)
POEMS TIMES= REED: October 28 – Nov 24
RULES are to hide/SLEEP in the BASEMENT
Eau Hen is water hen = Cygnus [north] or Crane in the south
Heap are the Plejarens Hel is an asteroid
A = In the Winter Solstice Hel is an asteroid
TESTATE = inheritance LAELAPS: magical dog – Sirius?
PELEUS son of Achilles brother of Telamon friends with Heracles (Zeta
Herculis) therefore a grey. I eve winter solstice 18/19/20 December
READAPT to living in the rough SAILS TATTER huge wind
PLANES ESPLANADE (go for “a walk”) Planisphere

TESTATE PELEUS LAELAPS
READAPT SLEEP PALLIASSE – SAILS TATTER
PLANES ESPLANADE - ALAS DEPART I (Dec 19
Perpetual ESTATE Applies

P L A NE T A S LE E P

3 32 2 LOCATED PSEUDO ANCESTRAL SEA
coming from the direction of Crane in the constellations area known once as THE SEA in the Milky Way.
This is where all the nautical names are grouped. The “RED PULSE” comes from the direction of AQUARIUS: the south
Also: U R ASLEEP, so night time northern hemisphere. Lepus being a constellation (under Orion) could mean they are Lepus PULSES
David Spear Catcher informs me that a particular UFO is fuelled by RED MERCURY
4 78 3 Septante neuf meurtris dedans la ville
FUME ELLIPSE Viral Deadliness
FEMUR [Sagittarian] ILL, DIES
EDDANS FUTUREMEN
TRUE VAN-DALS PEST
SEVILLE SLEEPS SAD END
PELATES UN-EATEN, VILLA-LESS
4 78 4 Les estrangiers passez tous a` l'espee
ELSE PREASSIGNS ~ S E E S TA R S AR R E STI N G

ALERTNESS PLEASE - SLEEP - AEO LUS STUN
A S S E R TI NG AR R E S TI NG
PUTS RIP SEAS – LEAST OZ
U.S ESPOUSAL PAGANISE R (Draco) A P R I L
PERSIAS STRANGE ZEST PASSEZ TO USA

(Earth)

Seventy nine dead in the village. It is the number 79 to note, quatrain

4 79 (below) does carry on the theme of destruction to S.W France & Spain
Chemtrails
EDDANS = ancient legendary Norse Verses, the Anu giants of Vanir
PELATES the striped fish seen in I PET GOAT
UN-EATEN – hungry SEVILLE in southern Spain
VILLA-LESS – homeless
ELSE: otherwise
This means it is the Earth which is stopping
ALERTNESS while ASLEEP – A timing warning
OZ = Australia

AEOLUS father of all winds AT NIGHT TIME
U.S ESPOUSAL = disclosure in April – a bit late
PERSIA’s ZEST – NUCLEAR ATTACK?

4 79

Sang Royal fuis, Monhurt, Mas, Eguillon,
Remplis seront de Bourdelois les landes,
Navarre, Bigorre poinctes & eguillons,
Profondz de faim vorer de liege glandes.

Blood Royal flee, Monheurt, Mas, Aiguillon,
The lands will be filled with Bordelais,
Navarre, Bigorre points and spurs,
Deep in hunger to devour acorns of the cork oak. Stage gate

Bourdelois is double boulders (asteroid) O [orbit] I [Yew tree day] die, rob soul, buried solo. Is blue RO (Andromeda Council) door (portal)
RoyalMonhurt, Mas, Eguillon neurologist out [in space] morally human, enormously harming all – huge On normally simulator
Gymnorhinal soul emulator. a genus of oscine birds included in Laniidae or placed in a distinct family such as the piping crows
saying that Corvus [at the front feet of Leo] are the soul copiers – of the false rapture. Gloom unnaturally – heroism… this is
speaking of the eclipse/sack cloth of about 30 hours caused by Nibiru coming between Earth and the sun – and the
Heroes who move the Earth. O (orbit) regulation roll (Earth) my humans… Malignant wormholes roil… the sinkholes ?
Navarre, Bigorre eager Raven, Rib (Leo) R (Draco) O (orbit) Bear (Ursa Major) rear over ing (harvest/cannibalism) Orange
River (the red Erid.anu) bear (carry Earth) River baron agree, Ro, (Andromeda Council) Raven, Rib agree. Rarer A (Cassiopeia)
E.B.E. roving (in mobile planetoid of 3 25)
The word ‘Navarre’ is also a key word for the type of greys which are with the hybrid breeding Cassiopeians. This subject is covered in ICON
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5 14 1 Saturne et Mars en Leo Espaigne captive
PERU SEAL ~ LEPER
(the uninitiated, uninformed)
USA to PERU SLIP APR.
U.S. RELAPSE – UR. ASLEEP (night time
EL, AS, PERU
USERP ALE
(May 13 - June 9
RULE APES
(Ahpees = in Gemini

Pairs: 4 67 1 Lors que Saturne et Mars esgaux
The new view from Earth in her new orbit!

combust …

5 14 1 Saturne et Mars en Leo Espaigne captive
REPEL PERU, SEAL ~ USA, PERU SLIP APR.
U.S. RELAPSE – U R. ASLEEP
(night time
EL, AS, PERU
USERP ALE
(May 13 - June 9
APES (Sirius) RULE

Pairs: 4 67 1 Lors que Saturne et Mars esgaux combust …this alignment
actually is in August (Leo) 2016
see also the “Adrain Interview” Sean D Morton
EL and AS are both 'gods' so this could be ascension

See Joe Brandt “California , L.A. Sinking”

EL and AS are both 'gods' so this could be ascension
LEPER could be REPEL = SEAL (is) PERU REPEL
The events in April, May and June: SEQUEL MATTERS

The same dates that “letters” in F.I.S.H. gave

5 14 1 Saturne et Mars en Leo Espaigne captive

EL, AS, PERU PEEL
USERP APR., ALE
RULE APES

Pairs: 4 67 1 Lors que Saturne et Mars esgaux combust …this
alignment actually is in August (Leo) 2016 but means that Mars and
Saturn are equal in our new orbit
(night time
R: Elder tree: November 25 – December 22.
(Adrain’s event
EL and AS are both 'gods' so this could be true rapture
(May 13 - June 9
This would be Adrain’s warning, the Chile -Vermont asteroid
(Ahpees = in Gemini
“codes within codes”
5 14 1 'SATURNE.MARS.LEO.ESPAIGNE' GIVES:
WHAT: – ASTRON. UNI. (A.U.) MERGE AS ASLEEP – A PEERLESS GAME

HOW ON EARTH…
RATE SINGULAR OPEN SESAME TREASURE (stargate) SO PLEASING - AMEN ~ SO ARRANGEMENT PAUSE, LIES (Earth) (OS in Capricorn)
MEANING EAST SURREAL POSE, AS NOMINATES GALE PRESSURE REASONING EMULATE SPEAR. M E A S UR E S I G NOR AN T A S LE E P ,
SENSE MANIPULATOR AGREES … PERSONAL MEASURES (precautions) IN GATE (stargate) OPEN SESAME (CERN?) S I N G ULA R TE A R
TRAINS
EASE (life) GAME UP: SONS RELEASE TRAIN, GENEROUS TRAINS ASLEEP AM. TRAINS GRUESOME PLAN, [IN] SEAM (cusp of) LEAP
(Scorpio – Halloween) SEEM TRAINS ON LARGE PAUSE (of the Earth) TRAINS AMUSE EAGLE PERSON (either American military or the
Anu.) ~ SO P RE SU ME A NU E AG LE (PRESUME ALONE AGES) ~
MEASURE GALES, OPEN TRAINS (the excuse) GO
TRAINS… RELEASES UP AMEN. MORE TRAINS – SEEN AS PLAGUE. PLAGUE SEEM REASON (for) TRAINS. TRAINS GENEROUS MEALS
[for whom?]
MORALE EATEN UP [by] APES (Ah-pees - Sirius) RE-ASSIGN TO GAS PENS
5 14 1 Saturne et Mars en Leo Espaigne captive
LONE AESOP’S PAGES NUMERATE MASTERS TUNE
STREAMS FIT RELEASEMENT (the uueb)
ONE SATURN APOGEE ELAPSE (29.7 years)
See quatrain TWO CYCLES SATURN

As nee El APOSELENE
WATERS TURN CAPE
METER NATURE’S UUATER (ice) ENTER

- pole asleep eon - open sea
7 12 3 Cahors, Moissac iront long de la serre
ARCHER RESEARCH ASTRIONICS
CONSORTIAL Astronomic GOLDEN CAR
HOMOR’S RACE CONTROLING HORSE SEAL

LEADERS [take] CARE NARCOSIS
HORSE NOT LONG

Lone story teller of Nostradamus verses are fit to publish
Saturn has reached its furthest apogee and is on return
APOSELENE - apoapsis in orbit around a moon
Apoapsis: The point at which an orbiting object is farthest away from the body
it is orbiting APOGEE The point in an orbit most distant from the body being
orbited. MEASURE THE REASON
WATERS TURN CAPE (REVERSE?)
Moon’s orbit?
South pole “asleep eon” – are now open sea
AS being born (nee) (of) EL (Eloim)

GOLD (the sun) EN (Erid.anus) = ORB?
CAR: first decan of Capricorn. Sun sign = 22nd December
HOMER was a PLIONE = PLEIADES
LEADERS NARCOSIS: asleep
HORSE months and or Aquarius 2nd decan = Andromeda
‘HORDES’ arriving in HORSE are also the Second Coming

Astrionics is the science and technology of the development and application of electronic systems, sub-systems, and components used in
spacecraft. The electronic systems on board a spacecraft include attitude determination and control, communications, command and telemetry
7 12 3 Cahors, Moissac iront long de la serre
CONSORTIAL Astronomic GOLDEN CAR
ARCHER RESEARCH ASTRIONICS
HORSE SEAL HOMOR’S RACE CONTROLING
CARE LEADERS NARCOSIS
HORSE NOT LONG
H Parks & A Webber©

GOLDEN (means the sun sign) Leo
HOMER was a PLIONE = PLEIADES LEADERS NARCOSIS:

ASLEEP

HORSE of 2014, and or Aquarius 2nd decan = Andromeda but this
HORSE could be the Second Coming of December ..not sure if the
‘HORDES’ arriving in HORSE are also the Second Coming
HORSE IS ALSO OCTOBER 28 – DECEMBER 22
NOSTRADAMUS – WHILE ASLEEP
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7 22

Les citoyens de Mesopotamie,
Yrés encontre amis de Tarraconne,
Jeux, ritz, banquetz, toute gent endormie
Vicaire au Rosne, prins cite, ceux d'Ausone.
7 22 Tarraconne; = Catalonia (Italy) Iberia (Spain)…

The citizens of Iraq
angry with their allies from Tarraconne;
games, rites, banquets, every person asleep,
the vicar at Rhone, the city overtaken and those of Ausonia. Naples
codes within codes:

Mesopotamie : A (December 22 or the Cassiopeian hybrid breeders) is poet tome…some omit Ape (Sirius).
Some atom (C.M.E ?) Pie (magpie is the symbol for Provence) Most to Pie eo (dawn) a.m.
Tarraconne : On (Oannes), Ran (god of Vanir) react. Acorn (stage gate) rent (torn) A. Arcane torn. Nan (Pléiades) creator
RosnedAusone : Reason Ro, (Andromeda Council) undoes (creation), On, (Oannes) As, (god of Aettir /the Cassiopeians) ensued
undoes reason .
Nobody understands what is happening, they have been too involved in their own petty wars making money.
Reasoned onus (responsibility) seen around Os (in Capricorn) Ons (Oannes) arouse end. Unread Nose Os.
(Nose is obsolete for Pegasus – in this case from Markab – the mercenaries and those with a treaty with the American military )
Oar dense (heavy) onus. Of the Second Coming of the « unholy six » those from Argus (Oar) are actually coming to help.
1 Thessalonians 4: 15–17 "For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we which are
alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord shall not prevent them which are asleep. For the Lord
himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trumpet
of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first: Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught
up together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord .

Flee to the mountains and the dens to bog and forest and wild fens.
For storms will rage and oceans roar when Gabriel stands on sea and shore,
and as he blows his wondrous horn old worlds die and new be born.

THE RAPTURE 1 48 4 Hidden Texts of Nostradamus
Rapture: “to be caught up” see also ‘raptor’ ‘captor’

A fiery dragon will cross the sky six times before the earth shall die.
Mankind will tremble and frightened be for the six heralds in this prophecy.
For seven days and seven nights man will watch this awesome sight.
The tides will rise beyond their ken. To bite away the shores and then

the mountains will begin to roar and earthquakes split the plain to shore.
And flooding waters rushing in, will flood the lands with such a din
that mankind cowers in muddy fen and snarls about his fellow men.
He bares his teeth and fights and kills and hides his food in secret hills
and ugly in his fear, he lies to kill marauders, thieves and spies.
Man flees in terror from the floods and kills, and rapes and lies in blood
and spilling blood by mankind's hand will stain and bitter many lands.
And when the dragon's tail is gone man forgets and smiles and carries on.
To apply himself - too late, too late for mankind has earned deserved fate.
His masked smile, his false grandeur, will serve the gods; their anger stir
and they will send the dragon back to light the sky--his tail will crack upon the earth
and rend the earth and man shall flee, king, lord and serf.
But slowly they are routed out to seek diminishing water spout
and men will die of thirst before the oceans rise to mount to the shore.
And lands will crack and rend anew do you think it strange, it will come true.
And in some far--off distant land some men--oh such a tiny band
will have to leave their solid mount and span the earth, those few to count.
Who survives this (unreadable) and then begin the human race again.
But not on land already there, but on ocean beds, stark, dry and bare.

Not every soul on earth will die, as the dragon's tail goes sweeping by,
H Parks & A Webber©
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not every land on earth will sink, but these will wallow in stench and stink,

of rotting bodies of beast and man, of vegetation crisped on land. (by coronal mass ejection)
But the land that rises from the sea will be dry and clean and soft and free.
Of mankind’s dirt and therefore be, the source of man's new dynasty.
and those that live will ever fear the dragon's tail for many year
but time erases memory. You think it strange. but it will be.

And before the race is built anew, a silver serpent comes to view
and spew out men of like unknown to mingle with the earth now grown
cold from its heat- and these men can enlighten the minds of future man

to intermingle and show them how to live and love and thus
endow the children with the second sight.
A natural thing so that they might grow graceful, humble and when they do the golden age will start anew.
And murder foul and brutal deed: when man will only think of greed.
and man shall walk as if asleep; he does not look - he may not peep
And iron men the tale shall do; and iron cart and carriage too.
yet greater sign there be to see; as man nears latter century.
three sleeping mountains gather breath, and spew out mud, ice and death.
and earthquake swallow town and town; in lands as yet to me unknown

And Christian one fights Christian two and nations sigh, yet nothing do.
9 3 4 Sang, feu, deluge, les plus grands a` l'espase
1.SEA PASSES ~ ENGULFED LANDS
1.SPELLS:… AND GULPS ASLEEP
2.SPLURGES – GARLAND DAN NAGƒ
2.APPALLED SEES FUELS USELESS FEUDS
9 70 4 Par les cantons Latins Mascon
MONASTICS REPLACEMENT
AS TRANSPLACEMENTS
NO LATIN MATINS MASS

ne ment.

STAMINA CANNOT LAST
LOANS SCAMS ASCENT
SECRET ANCESTRAL PLANS
ALERT: SCAN SPECTRAL ~ OCTANES (C.M.E.)
9 85 4

MOTHER SHIPTON

Blood, fire, flood, the greatest ones in space

GARLAND is in October: DAN is in Scorpio
NAGS in Celtic month of “herds” from Sept 30 – October 27 or all the
months of “Nag” up to December 22. USELESS FEUDS in October
November and December. The SEA engulfs at night time ASLEEP
Religious replacement when the AS god arrives to TRANS place MASS.
This could also be a discreet reference that there will be no morning after
the events of the night – see “ASLEEP” LATIN MASS: Rome / Rio
and SLEEP IN BASEMENT 1 12 2
SCAN SPECTRAL : spectral scanning is usually used by astronomers for
scientific diagnosis

PoldeMauseole SALE MODULE POE = HUMAN COMBUSTION

DUE LOSE O, (oxygen/orbit) LEO [false rapture] MAP

APES (2nd ten days of Gemini, Canis Minor/Sirius) LEO MODULE. POSE (posit) ALE MODULE = BREUU: May 13 – June 9. MODEL PAUSE
(Earth) LEO MODULE ASLEEP (north hemisphere) O (Orbit. Sky runes means it is Andromeda/cultural inheritance.)
POLE DEAL [is] OS
(in Capricorn) EMU (Aust.) or POE L (in Pisces) DEAL EMU LOAD UP MELEE OS (Capricorn ascension).
EMPALE SOUL DOE (hind = Capricorn) MOLE PULSE A [Dec 21/22] DOE (hind = Capricorn)
10 82 3 Lentour

parques planter profons plateaux

PARQS USE PLANET ARQ
REPORT PLANET PLANES LUX
PROOF OF PLANET ELUXATES
PALE EQUUS X PLATES SQUARE
qua expulse Quux asleep equal sex (six) up

High platforms set up in parks (Yellowstone) vulcanism
Yes: currently here in the forum Planar Planisphere
To report the glowing (red) planet Nibiru LUX glows

ELUXATES (polar dislocate)
PALE EQUUS = OCTOBER 28 - NOVEMBER 24 (+) X joins Horse dates
PLATES SQUARE = tectonic plates in opposition SQUARE is also Pegasus

Quux: metasyntactic variable - Strictly, a variable used in metasyntax, but often used for any name used in examples and
understood to stand for whatever thing is under discussion, or any random member of a class of things under discussion
qua/kwä/ Conjunction: In the capacity of; as being
‘Matthew 24:15

For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we which are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord
shall not prevent them which are asleep
H Parks & A Webber©
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Also, HAARP has pulsed frequencies that trigger correlating frequencies in the human brain that can actually change the behavior of
humans over a very broad geographic area! When radio frequencies are pulsed at the low end, say in the one to six Hertz range,
people become very passive, relaxed and sluggish. On the opposite end, if the pulse rate was cranked up to between fifteen and thirty
Hertz, people would be much more active, even agitated. Others would be really stressed, tense and intense with the people around
them. Jose Delgado at Yale University demonstrated this using pulsed radio waves. He was able to move primates and humans from a
state of lethargy, almost asleep, to the point of high agitation and anger, like turning on and off a light switch. That is a huge jump in
technology. This is a big issue and should be a big issue!
Since the initiation of the Harmonic Convergence, there have been measurable increases in the energy of our planet Earth. After
resonating at a base resonant frequency of 8 Hz per second for thousands of years, during which Earth has essentially been asleep,
her frequency is now rising. She appears to be rising to a fundamental vibration of 13 cycles per second, as predicted by the Fibonacci
series (mathematical proportions based on the Golden Mean, also called the harmonics of the universe). Accompanying this energy
boost is a rapid decrease in the magnetic field that surrounds the planet.

That the lord Enki, asleep in his quarters, had a dream-vision.
In the dream-vision there appeared the image of a man, bright and shining like the heavens;
And as the man Enki approached, Enki saw that the white-haired Galzu he was!
In his right hand an engraver's stylus he was holding,
And in his left hand a tablet of lapis lazuli, shining smooth, he held.
And as he approached near enough by Enki's bed to stand, Galzu spoke up and said:
Unwarranted your accusations against Enlil were, for only the truth he spoke;
And the decision that as Enlil's Decision will be known, not he but Destiny decreed.
Now into your hands Fate take, for the Earthlings the Earth will inherit
The first fruit they found, the vine that by Ninmah was brought it was;
Of its juice, as the Anun.nakim’s elixir renowned, Ziusudra took a sip.
By one sip, then another and another, Ziusudra was overpowered, like a drunkard he fell asleep!
Then a gift to Anunnaki and Earthlings Enki presented: The chest that Ninagal had carried he unveiled, its surprising
contents to all he announced:
The life essences and life eggs, in the wombs of the four-legged animals from Ziusudra's boat can be combined,
Sheep for wool and meat will multiply, cattle for milk and hides will all have,
Then with other living creatures the Earth we shall replenish!
To Dumuzi the shepherding tasks Enki gave, in the task was Ziusudra's middle son assisting.
PRESAGES 1564
CIII. Nouembre.
By noise & light great Old faint.
Plague asleep. seventh largest arise; [Nibiru?]
Plague of Ara. [Sagittarius] hay hidden little ceuillir, gathered
Herd fertile die. joy out priest.
103 1564 Novembre.

Par bruit de feu grands & Vieux defaillir.
Peste assoupie, une plus grande naistre,
Peste de l'Ara, foin caché, peu cevillir.
Mourir troupeau fertil joye hors prestre.

Through talk of fire both great and old demeaned.
One plague declines, a bigger one increased.
Disease of corn [Lat. aurora], hay hidden, little gleaned.
Fertility shall die - joy - except for priest

Disease of corn = ergot poisoning

Vieux l'Ara = Exuvial Ra. This is saying the C.M.E. strips the surface of everywhere it strikes.
This could also be a reference to The Mantids being aligned with Ra. (The Anun.nakim ?)
Ara is the second decan in Sagittarius. December 3rd to 13th December, with vieux meaning « old » or late in this time
This date happens to be St Lucy’s Day (see I AM THE ALPHA & THE OMEGA)
Aural ex VI. The unholy six of the Second Coming create unbearable sound. This is mentioned in other lines
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of or relating to the cast-off skins or cuticles of various animals

wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn


Exuviae is a term used in biology to describe the remains of an exoskeleton and related structures that are left after
ecdysozoans (including insect, crustacean or arachnid) have moulted. ...

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exuvial


Related to something sloughed off or stripped away

en.wiktionary.org/wiki/exuvial


(exuviae) The coverings of an animal that have been shed or cast off, particularly the molted exoskeletons of arthropods;
Roman military term for weaponry and equipment stripped from the person of a foe; booty

en.wiktionary.org/wiki/exuviae


(Exuviae) Invertebrates must shed their outer skin in order to grow. The exuviae is the cast-off skin. It retains a
remarkable amount of detail of the larva that shed it. The skin is the exoskeleton of an invertebrate.

www.paconserve.org/212/glossary-of-seasonal-pool-terms

ESAU
We've been living in the end-time or days of Christ's "parousia" [coming] since the Seven Seals were revealed in 1963.
His Bride is making Herself ready by clothing Herself in the fullness of the Word. But II Peter 3:3-4 prophesied,

"There shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own imaginations, and saying, 'Where is the promise of
His parousia?
for since the apostolic fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of creation'."
Esau/Edom were likewise scoffers at the seed of the woman.
So were the spiritual Serpent seed in the days of His flesh, or "erchomai" Coming.
And denominational believers who scoff at His "parousia" - Coming today have the same carnal attributes.
1. Esau/Edom, and the Trail of the Serpent - XIII [2013]
www.biblebelievers.org.au/bb981202.htmCachedShare
Shared on Google+. View the post.
We've been living in the end-time or days of Christ's "parousia" since the Seven Seals were revealed in 1963.
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